U.S.S. Gryphon  NCC-42101
Mission Transcript
Stardate 9910.10

Host Blanca says:
Mission Summary: The U.S.S. Gryphon is headed to Starbase 78 for much-needed repairs and well-deserved shoreleave for the crew.
Host Blanca says:
<<<<<<<<<BEGIN GRYPHON MISSION>>>>>>>>>
Gunter says:
@::standing casually at the entrance to the Starbase where the Gryphon is to be docked, reading a data padd and taking notes::
Host CE_Susman says:
:: in Main Engineering, reading all the latest reports ::
XOmorgan says:
::on bridge watching crew going about tasks::
RandyT says:
@ :: exits his quarters and looks down the halls, decides to go to the Lounge early ::
COspencer says:
::in her Ready Room::
CMO_Loren says:
:: in sick bay, supervising shore leave for medical personnel::
YEOJensen says:
::moves from the bridge turbolift and takes up a position at one of the back consoles::
CIV_Ian says:
::sitting in his quarters, trying to figure out who he knows who might know what is going on with the Jenian::
XOmorgan says:
*CE*:  Susman, be ready to coordinate with the starbase engineering crews when we arrive at SB78.
CNS-Cook says:
::sits in his office going over some paper work:: *CO*:  What time did you plan on going to see Mr. Johnson's family
COspencer says:
*CNS*: It seems that we are not to meet with Johnson's family.. they have just sent word.. you are on your own for R&R Cook.. enjoy yourself
Dr_Lazor says:
::looking up at Michael::
Host CE_Susman says:
*XO* Acknowledged, Commander. I'll be ready.
Dr_Balza says:
::On Deck two with Dr. Lazor and Dr. Joseph, heading toward a turbolift::
Host CE_Susman says:
:: makes notes to start defining the Engineering Teams ::
Gunter says:
@::runs his fingers through his short dark blonde hair while he waits::
RandyT says:
@ :: wonders who'll be there this early, as he enters the TL :: TL: Main Lounge.
Dr_Balza says:
Dr.'s: Shall we proceed to the bridge?
XOmorgan says:
*CE*:  We are also scheduled to pick-up the new OPS manager, I'd like you to work with him and bring him up to speed on the ships systems.
COspencer says:
*XO*:ETA Mr. Morgan?
CMO_Loren says:
:: prepares to leave ship to go pick  up medical supplies::
Host CE_Susman says:
*XO*..... Ah..... Yes, Sir.
DrEsteban says:
Dr's: Sounds fine to me ::smiling::
XOmorgan says:
*CO*:  A moment sir I'll check.
Dr_Lazor says:
Dr.Balza:  all right
CNS-Cook says:
*CO:* Ok
XOmorgan says:
FCO:  ETA please.
Gunter says:
@::rubs his goatee and starts writing again::
Dr_Balza says:
::Enters Turbolift, waiting for the other two::
COspencer says:
*XO* Aye.. I will wait..
YEOJensen says:
::downloads some info from the console onto a dozen padd's or so::
DrEsteban says:
::enters TL with the others::
FCO_Kim says:
XO: Eta 5 minutes sir.
Host CE_Susman says:
:: checks on his panel the current status of the ship ::
XOmorgan says:
::nods to FCO:: *CO*  Five minutes, sir.
COspencer says:
::Moves to her console and prepares the reports for Starfleet for the day::
COspencer says:
*XO*: Thank you.. I shall be right out
RandyT says:
@ :: exits the TL .  Looks around the Hall, continues to the Main Lounge ::
CMO_Loren says:
Dr. Collins: While I am on the Starbase, please take charge of supervising the shore leave for medical personnel
YEOJensen says:
::glances through his padd's making sure he has everything he needs and turns away from the bridge console::
Dr_Balza says:
TL: Deck I, Bridge.
Dr_Balza says:
<Computer> Acknowledged. ::Takes the three doctors up one deck, and then the doors open::
CMO_Loren says:
<Dr. Collins> CMO:  For the first shift, OK.
COspencer says:
::completes reports and makes her way to the bridge, stepping out of the RR::
Host CE_Susman says:
:: everything almost normal... If that hull would have resisted..... ::
XOmorgan says:
*CMO*:  Are you ready for R&R rotations Loren.
CMO_Loren says:
Dr. Collins: Yes, then Dr. Acervan will be in charge of it and you're free to leave the ship.
Dr_Balza says:
::Exits onto the bridge with the other doctors::
RandyT says:
@ :: Arrives at the Lounge and looks in :: Self: Hmm, no one..   :: Turns around and decides to go to the Main View port, to watch the Gryphon come in ::
DrEsteban says:
::allows Drs. Lazor and Balza to exit then follows::
CMO_Loren says:
*XO* Yes.
YEOJensen says:
::spots the Captain and waves briefly as she steps from the RR moving down the deck to her side:: Captain: Just a few items of business to deal with before you leave the ship, sir .....
CNS-Cook says:
::finishes up his paper work and clears his desk::
XOmorgan says:
::notes Starbase coming into view on main viewer:: *CMO*:  Good, we are almost there.
CIV_Ian says:
::gets on the subspace comm, being careful to set it up so the comm can't be traced and isn't logged in the ship's computer....  luckily, that only takes Gamma level security codes::
Host CE_Susman says:
:: takes his PADD and writes the Gryphon Engineering crews that will start the repairs ::
COspencer says:
::moves to the center seat and stands sees Jensen: YEO: Yes Jensen?
XOmorgan says:
FCO:  Open a channel to SB78 and request docking clearance.
YEOJensen says:
CO: Of just need your signature here .... ::hands her a PADD and points::
RandyT says:
@ :: Greets a few acquaintances while continuing to the Main View port ::
CIV_Ian says:
::sends several messages off to people who might be "in the know" about the Jenian situation::
COspencer says:
::nods at XO ...:: XO: Good job Morgan.. complete docking
Host CE_Susman says:
To Self: Well..... Stevenson..... And... Mr. Wolfson......
FCO_Kim says:
XO: Channel open sir.
CNS-Cook says:
::heads for the bridge to watch the Gryphon dock with the SB::
Dr_Balza says:
::Sees the Captain:: CO: Greetings, Captain! ::Smile on his face::
COspencer says:
::takes the padd and signs:: YEO: Anything else?  ::smiles::
YEOJensen says:
CO: .... and here ...... ::points at another spot::
CMO_Loren says:
*XO* I have sent you a memo itemizing R & Rotations for medical personnel.  I will be going to the Starbase to pick up supplies.  Dr. Collins and then Dr. Acervan will be in charge of supervising medical dept. R & R
Gunter says:
@::shifts his weight to his other foot and adjusts his reading glasses::
COspencer says:
Dr Balza: Hello ::smiles::
FCO_Kim says:
XO: we have been cleared to dock at bay 6.
COspencer says:
::signs again and hands him back the padd::
YEOJensen says:
CO: Oh  .... and initial here .... ::points at another spot::
DrEsteban says:
::whispers:: Dr. Lazor: by the way, hello dear ::Smiling::
XOmorgan says:
::nods to Captain::  FCO:  Very well, slow to 1/4 impulse and take her in, Ensign.
CMO_Loren says:
CNS: Will you be needing any supplies?
COspencer says:
::smiles at him and re takes the padd.. and initials it::
Host CE_Susman says:
:: checks the computer to know the current location of the ship ::
Dr_Balza says:
CO: I must say. I have never been on a "refitted" Excelsior class starship...
RandyT says:
@ :: Sees the Gryphon coming and smiles ::
Dr_Balza says:
CO: It is quite a piece of work.
XOmorgan says:
*CMO*:  Very good.  Have a good time.
Dr_Lazor says:
Dr Eteban: Good morning love
Host CE_Susman says:
Ohh... We're near....
FCO_Kim says:
XO: aye sir.
CNS-Cook says:
::walks onto the bridge and takes seat:: Self: Good I haven't missed it
YEOJensen says:
CO: And if I could also get your thumb print there ..... ::scrolls down on the PADD a little::
COspencer says:
::goes to hand it back but stops:: YEO: again.. ? ::smiles::
FCO_Kim says:
::slow to 1/4 impulse and begins to dock::
CIV_Ian says:
::piggybacks the signal out on several of the comms going out from the Starbase and several other ships docked there... that way the call can't be traced to Gryphon::
CMO_Loren says:
*CNS* Will you need any supplies to be picked up at the Starbase?
CNS-Cook says:
*CMO*:  I don't think so but I haven't had a chance to make sure yet, I will get them later Thanks any way
RandyT says:
@ :: sighs with regrets for not having joined Starfleet ::
XOmorgan says:
::watches FCO dock the ship::  Open COMM:  All hands prepare for docking procedures.
FCO_Kim says:
::completes docking process:: XO: We have successfully docked sir.
COspencer says:
:raises her left eyebrow:: YEO: Alright.. :: fingerprints it.. ::blood? Do you want a sample of my blood too ::smiles::
Gunter says:
@::looks up briefly as the Gryphon's arrival is announced::
YEOJensen says:
CO:  No sir ....  Very good .... now one other thing, request permission to be dismissed from Commander What's reception
Host CE_Susman says:
:: stands up and goes to the Asst. Chief Engineer :: Stevenson: Well. We'll have to start the supplying procedures. So, I'll be up there helping the new Operations Manager. 
XOmorgan says:
FCO:  Very well, secure moorings and switch over power to the station.
Dr_Balza says:
CO: Do you mind if we look around the bridge?
CIV_Ian says:
::sits back and waits for responses to come in...  maybe its time for some Frisbee...  looks around for Tesla, who is laying on the sofa, snoring::
COspencer says:
YEO : Who's reception?
RandyT says:
@ :: sighs again and thinks its not too late  ::
COspencer says:
::watches the viewer as YEO talks to her::
DrEsteban says:
::looks around the bridge with interest::
YEOJensen says:
CO: No, Who is Starbase Operation, Commander What's reception ...
FCO_Kim says:
::secures moorings and transfers power:: XO: done sir.
Host CE_Susman says:
<Stevenson> CE Susman: Understood, sir. I'll remain here to take a team to start the repair on the hull.
CIV_Ian says:
::decides to get a shower... since Tesla is napping::
Dr_Balza says:
::Waits patiently for the Captain to respond::
XOmorgan says:
::turns to Captain and comes to attention::  Sir the ship is docked.
COspencer says:
Dr Balza: Not at all.. ::smiles and looks at the XO ::
CMO_Loren says:
*OPS* I am sending to your station a list of needed medical supplies.  Please transmit the list to the Starbase's CMO.
COspencer says:
YEO: I do not know who is in starbase operations.. what? ::looks confused::
CNS-Cook says:
::watches the ship dock::  self: Wow it is really different from this end
OPS_Tyler says:
*CMO* understood
Dr_Balza says:
::Smiles:: CO: Thank you. ::Begins to explore the bridge::
COspencer says:
XO: Great Morgan.. Great. Let's get this ship repaired shall we?
Host CE_Susman says:
Stevenson: Good, Lt. See you later.
Dr_Lazor says:
::quietly looks around the bridge while standing next to Michael::
XOmorgan says:
Open channel: All hands, authorized crewmembers are now cleared for R&R.  Repair crews begin operations.
Host CE_Susman says:
:: approaches to the Turbolift and takes it ::
DrEsteban says:
Dr. Balza: We are docking now, why don't we just look around later.
Host CE_Susman says:
TL: Bridge
RandyT says:
@ :: Sighs as he looks at the Gryphon, knows its too late  ::
YEOJensen says:
::see::looks at her confused:: CO: Yes, What's Reception, not who's or where's.
Host CE_Susman (turbolift.wav)
XOmorgan says:
CO:  Yes sir.  The sooner the better.
Host Jadis says:
@::watches the graceful lines of the Gryphon while approaching the airlocks::
COspencer says:
YEO: What's a reception? umm Where is it? and with Who ::her eyes glisten as she talks::
CMO_Loren says:
*XO* In the absence of the CSO, shall I coordinate with the science department for any supplies they need?
XOmorgan says:
*CMO*:  Yes I believe you have a good idea of what we need.  Please take care of it.
YEOJensen says:
CO: I think Who will be busy, but I think I can arrange a meeting.  Where?
CMO_Loren says:
:: confers with science department as to needed supplies::
COspencer says:
Yeo:: getting impatient:: YEO: I do not know where. and with who?
Host CE_Susman says:
:: reaches the bridge :: CO: Chief Engineer reporting
RandyT says:
@ :: Turns and walks away, then stops to  take another look at the lovely Gryphon ::
Host Jadis says:
@::too distracted... she runs into somebody:: Gunter: I'm sorry...
YEOJensen says:
::looks at her blankly:: CO: With What, sir?
XOmorgan says:
:;watches exchange between the Captain and Yeoman with some amusement::
Gunter says:
@::nods to her::
Dr_Lazor says:
Dr. Esteban: :speaking quietly::  Will we be staying on the station or returning to the ship?
COspencer says:
::wants to throttle him:: YEO: Start over.. please
Host CE_Susman says:
:: enters the bridge ::
Host Jadis says:
@::nods back and continues her way, rubbing her forehead::
RandyT says:
@ :: looks at an old friend and walks to him ::
Dr_Balza says:
::Listens to Esteban and Lazor talk, explores the bridge some more, before realizing they are docked::
CNS-Cook says:
All:  that was interesting, I think I will.....will I really don't know what I will do.. anyway  ::starts to walk off the bridge::
CMO_Loren says:
:: confers with Dr. Rey as to needed supplies for science/medical research team::
COspencer says:
::looks at CEO: oh  Susman.. just who I needed to talk to.. YEO: Pardon me for one moment..  talk it over with the XO  ::grins::
Gunter says:
@::watches her continue on::
XOmorgan says:
::looks up as CE enters and nods to him::  CE:  Ready to get this old girl back in one piece?
DrEsteban says:
::whispers:: Dr. Lazor: Not sure really.
YEOJensen says:
::nods:: CO: Of course sir.  Request permission to be dismissed from Commander What's reception for the Gryphon. As for your meeting with Who, when and where would you like that? ::takes out a PADD to make notes::
Host CE_Susman says:
:: goes to the Engineering Consoles and activates it :: Computer: Activate Engineering Panel. Authentication Code Susman-Alpha-Charles
Dr_Balza says:
Dr.'s: Let us proceed onto the starbase...
Host CE_Susman says:
CO: Captain?
COspencer says:
::moves in and takes Susman's arm:: CEO: walk this way and do not look back ::feeling fiesty::
Dr_Balza says:
::Turns to look for the Captain::
Dr_Lazor says:
Dr'r: I am as ready as I will ever be.
RandyT says:
@ <Dave> :: sees RandyT, smiles and walks up to greet him:: RandyT: How are you doing?
XOmorgan says:
::gives Captain a dirty look::
Host CE_Susman says:
XO: I'll make it better, Commander :: smiles ::
Host Jadis says:
@::notes the small red line in the palm and flexes her hand a bit until it disappears... she frowns::
DrEsteban says:
Dr's: Me too, lets go.
COspencer says:
::gives the XO one back and smiles::
Dr_Balza says:
Dr: Hold on... let me check if we need permission to disembark.
RandyT says:
@ :: walks up and shakes Daves'  hand :: Dave: Just fine..  :: sighs :  Did you know that the Gryphon was coming in?
CMO_Loren says:
*OPS*  I am transferring to your station a list of needed supplies for the science dept. and for the science/medical research team.  Please transmit this list to the CSO of the Starbase and verify that these materials will be available for us to pick up.
Host CE_Susman says:
:: follows the CO :: CO:.... what.....
COspencer says:
CEO: I just needed to know the estimated time of the repairs ::lame reason for sneacking away form her Yeoman::
CNS-Cook says:
::walks off the bridge and heads back to his office to make sure he has everything completed::
XOmorgan says:
Yeo:  Is there anything I can do?
Dr_Lazor says:
::leans closely to Michael, a bit nervous::
Dr_Balza says:
::Approaches the XO:: XO: May Dr. Lazor, Dr. Esteban, and I have permission to proceed over to the starbase?
CIV_Ian says:
::in the shower....  a nice, hot, steamy water shower... none of that sonic shower BS....  sonic showers are for people who can't handle soap without getting it in their eyes::
YEOJensen says:
::looks at Morgan:: XO: Oh, sir ... yes, needed you to take a look at some duty reports your office must have missed.  ::hands him a PADD:: XO: If I could just get your signature ......
XOmorgan says:
Balza:  you've both been cleared by the CMO, I don't see why not.
Dr_Balza says:
XO: Just checking. It has... been a while.
DrEsteban says:
::whispers to Diane:: Dr. Lazor: Don't worry dear ::smiling::
Host CE_Susman says:
CO: Time of repairs.. Good question, Captain. I hope to have this repaired in less than a month.
XOmorgan says:
::looks at PADD::  What's this about some reception?
RandyT says:
@ <Dave> :: continues to shake Randys' hand and smiles :: RandyT: No I didn't. Is she here already?  :: looks to the Main view port and smiles grandly::
Host Jadis says:
@::approaches the computer terminal and takes a moment... looking at her hands again she decides to wait a moment more::
OPS_Tyler says:
*CMO* understood....wondering who my point of contact is?
COspencer says:
CEO: A month? ::startled:: oh
YEOJensen says:
:;looks up waiting for the XO's signature:: XO: What reception, sir?
Dr_Lazor says:
Dr Esteban:  ::whispers::  easy for you to say
COspencer says:
::Looks over to her XO:: XO: Morgan are we docked yet?
CMO_Loren says:
*OPS* Send the list to the CSO of the Starbase.  Dr. Gustafson.
XOmorgan says:
::signs the PADD reports::  CO:  Yes sir.
Host CE_Susman says:
CO: Remember that several decks took damage.. So.. We have to re-accommodate them and repair the bulkheads
XOmorgan says:
YEO:  The reception that I am sure the Captain is dying to attend.
Dr_Balza says:
Dr.'s: Well, we have permission to leave... let us go! ::Excited, somewhat::
DrEsteban says:
Dr. Lazor: :whispers:: I wouldn't let anything happen to you my love.
YEOJensen says:
::taps the XO on the shoulder:: XO: And here Commander ...... ::points lower on the padd:: XO: Oh yes, Commander What's Reception.  Any idea when it is?
COspencer says:
:overhears him and thinks she will get even with Morgan for that one::
DrEsteban says:
::follows Balza and Lazor::
RandyT says:
@ :: looks over to the Main Viewport and sighs with regret, again:: Dave:: Yes she did..  :: then look back to his friend and takes his hand back ::
CNS-Cook says:
::makes a list of everything he needs to pick up at the SB::
CMO_Loren says:
:: puts together rotation R & R list for science department::
Dr_Lazor says:
Dr. Esteban:  I know love
DrEsteban says:
Dr's: Let's head on over.
Gunter says:
@::sighs as he watches a few of the minor crewmembers leave the ship::
XOmorgan says:
::signs another place on the PADD:: Yeo:  1900 I think.  I hear his receptions are quite the event...
OPS_Tyler says:
*CMO* working the list as we speak....Dr. Gustafson will be notified as soon as list is complete
CMO_Loren says:
<Dr. Rey> *XO*: I am transmitting to you the R & R rotation for the science/medical research team.
Dr_Lazor says:
::nods and follows them out::
Dr_Balza says:
::Proceeds into turbolift::
CMO_Loren says:
*OPS*  Thank you.
YEOJensen says:
XO: ...... and here sir .... ::nods and smiles::
Dr_Balza says:
::Exits out of turbolift with the others, and moves onto the Starbase...::
OPS_Tyler says:
*CMO* your quite welcome...
COspencer says:
::moves to the XO and Yeoman::  XO: Lets get here before we all grow old..
Host Jadis says:
@::glances sideways at the man who seems to be waiting for somebody to leave the ship, just as she is::
CNS-Cook says:
*CMO* Have you left the ship yet
RandyT says:
@<Dave> :: Remembers that his friend failed the entrance exams and sighs with pain, and lowers his voice:: Randy: You'll be okay..  :: smiles again ::  I'm here!
Host CE_Susman says:
FCO: Location?
XOmorgan says:
*Dr. Rey*:  Thank Doctor, please implement.  ::looks at Yeoman and wonders where all these reports are coming from, signs another one::
CMO_Loren says:
*CNS* No. I am still working on the science dept. rotation
DrEsteban says:
@::is glad to be on the starbase::
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Stands in the docking area of the starbase, and stares off into space for a moment, thinking::
XOmorgan says:
::gives CO a relieved look::  CO:  Yes I need to...uh coordinate with the base supply officer...
CMO_Loren says:
*XO* I am sending you the science dept. R& R rotation
CNS-Cook says:
*CMO*: do you mind if I join you when you get supplies, I have a few I need to pick up as well
DrEsteban says:
@Dr. Lazor: Given any thought on a honeymoon?
RandyT says:
@ Dave: Yea..  :: sighs::  Thanks, I think I'll go the Main Lounge early..
CIV_Ian says:
:;gets out of the shower and towels off.... mmmm, a nice warm, fluffy towel... nothing like it, after a hot, relaxing shower.... maybe a cup of cocoa will go good with this, while I wait for any response to my messages::
COspencer says:
::smiles:: XO: Ok..  Yeo: Mr Jensen.. are we done?
CMO_Loren says:
*CNS* That would be welcome.
Dr_Lazor says:
@::quietly takes Michael's hand while looking around::
YEOJensen says:
::straightens;: XO: Oh yes sir ... of course sir ....
OPS_Tyler says:
*CMO* Is there anything else you require at this time?
XOmorgan says:
*CMO*:  Very good, Loren.
CNS-Cook says:
*CMO*:  Ok, just let me know when you leave and I will join you
Dr_Lazor says:
Dr. Esteban:  Anywhere with you is a honeymoon
CMO_Loren says:
*OPS*  No, thank you.
Gunter says:
@::continues reading the news on his PADD::
XOmorgan says:
::nods to Yeoman::  Thank you Jensen.  Excellent work as usual.
RandyT says:
@ :: sighs as he continues to the Lounge ::
CIV_Ian says:
::goes into the bedroom and changes into a comfy set of coveralls::
YEOJensen says:
XO: Aye, aye, sir.
CMO_Loren says:
Dr. Collins: I will be leaving shortly.
COspencer says:
::pats Jensen on the shoulder.. ::YEO: Yes very good job.. ::hopes he is going away.. one more who what and where and she will scream::
CMO_Loren says:
*CNS* Whenever you are ready.
DrEsteban says:
@Dr. Lazor: How about the Bahamas on Earth, nice quiet straw house, the sand ::smiling::
CNS-Cook says:
::walks over to the replicator and gets a cup of coffee and then sits back down at his desk::
RandyT says:
@<Dave> :: hopes his friend will get over it..  Then goes back to work ::
XOmorgan says:
CO:  So are you going to Commander What's reception?  ::heading for TL::
YEOJensen says:
CO: Ayesir ..... then I guess I will see you both later at Commander What's reception .... ::nods and heads to his console::
COspencer says:
::pokes him with her elbow:: XO: no but you are..
Host CE_Susman says:
:: now where the hel* is the new OPS Manager ::
Dr_Lazor says:
@Dr. Esteban:  Quiet waters... no intruders... no responsibilities...just you and I.  I think I would find that heaven.
XOmorgan says:
CO:  I'm pretty sure, Jensen put you down as going. ::grins::
COspencer says:
XO: Stop it.. she is trying very hard to not laugh::
DrEsteban says:
@Dr. Lazor: that would be nice for a change.
CIV_Ian says:
:goes out into the main room... Tesla is still sawing logs... quite large logs, judging by the sound of it::
RandyT says:
@ :: looks in the Lounge as he walks in and goes to the bar ::
XOmorgan says:
::waits for Captain to proceed him into the TL::
OPS_Tyler says:
*CE*  Waiting for instructions.
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Finally comes out of it::
CNS-Cook says:
*YEO*:  Would you do me a favor and make sure the Captain relaxes during our stay at the SB she needs it
Dr_Lazor says:
@::points toward a computer terminal::  Dr. Esteban:  Let's go check out the station layout.
COspencer says:
::steps in to the TL::
DrEsteban says:
@Dr. Balza: are you ok?
RandyT says:
@ :: takes a seat and orders a Romulan Ale, way too early ::
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Follows the other two to check out the station layout:: Esteban: Yes... I'm fine... just thinking.
Host CE_Susman says:
*OPS*: Waiting Instructions? From where? Outer Space? Please join me at the bridge of the Gryphon
YEOJensen says:
*CNS*: I am sure she will have a wonderful at Commander What's reception ... very relaxing.  Where are you going to be?
DrEsteban says:
@Dr. Lazor: Ok dear ::follows her::
XOmorgan says:
CO:  I've actually heard that Commander What throws a mean party.
CMO_Loren says:
:: makes sure rotations for science and medical are working. ::
COspencer says:
XO: have you know.. and where was he and with whom.. and why?  ::starts to laugh::
CIV_Ian says:
::goes over to the replicator::
CMO_Loren says:
*CNS* Whenever you are read y
RandyT says:
@ ::Looks blankly at  Romulan Ale, and thinks its way too early for one::
Dr_Lazor says:
@::begins to pull up the station lay out::
CNS-Cook says:
*YEO*:  I am going to go with the CMO to pick up supplies why is there some where else I need to be
XOmorgan says:
::rolls his eyes, and then laughs along with Spencer::
Host CE_Susman says:
:: sits back at his chair and starts shutting down some SIF Generators ::
FCOKim says:
::leaves the bridge and goes to his quarters to practice::
CNS-Cook says:
*CMO*:  where should I meet you
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Looks over the station lay out as Lazor brings it up::
DrEsteban says:
@::looks at the layout:: Dr's: I think these places are good ::points to them::
YEOJensen says:
*CNS*: Was just going to suggest you join the party, and make sure the Captain relaxes.
CIV_Ian says:
Rep:  cocoa with mini-marshmallows, 40 Celsius
Host Jadis says:
@::gets tired of waiting and asks for clearance from the Gryphon to enter the ship::
OPS_Tyler says:
@*CE* Sir, permission to board the USS Gryphon
COspencer says:
XO: OK ::Serious face: We are to be here for a month, Morgan?
CMO_Loren says:
*CNS* In the transporter room.
CNS-Cook says:
::places his coffee cup back into the replicator and watches it disappear::
Dr_Balza says:
@ Dr.'s: Good... good.
CNS-Cook says:
*YEO*:  I will don't worry
CNS-Cook says:
*CMO*:  Be right there
RandyT says:
@ :: looks deeper into the Ale :: Self: What the.....   :: and down it all on one gulp, then smiles grandly  ::
COspencer says:
<OPS> ::Gives clearance to Dr. Charn::
Dr_Balza says:
@ Dr.'s: Shall we split up?
Host CE_Susman says:
*OPS*: Granted, Ensign
CMO_Loren says:
:: takes medkit with him::
CIV_Ian says:
::cocoa materializes::
XOmorgan says:
::stops laughing, and turns serious as well:: CO:  Well hopefully Susman can pull off one of those engineering miracles, but it will definitely take a while.
CNS-Cook says:
::walks out of the room, almost forgetting to pick up his PADD with his list on it and heads towards the TR::
Host Jadis says:
::is granted clearance from whomever is in charge of OPS and enters through the airlock::
DrEsteban says:
@Dr's: Lets stay together just in case.
Dr_Lazor says:
@::slowly points::  Dr Balza:  I will go here and follow along here.  I can meet you here at the lounge?
COspencer says:
CO: I knew we would be here weeks.. but a month in dock. we will all go crazy..
COspencer says:
::TL Stops::
XOmorgan says:
::notes TL has stopped and doors open, waives Captain ahead::
Gunter says:
@::watches the woman enter the airlock::
Host Jadis says:
Computer: Location of Jeffrey Morgan
OPS_Tyler says:
::boards bridge:: All: Greetings!  I am Ensign Jacob S. Tyler...
CMO_Loren says:
:: walks to TR::
Dr_Lazor says:
Dr Esteban: Lets get this over with as quickly as we can.
RandyT says:
@ :: starts to laugh at himself, and orders another ::
CIV_Ian says:
::heads over to desk... where he sees his message indicator blinking....  well, that was quick::
CNS-Cook says:
::walks into the TR:: CMO: ready
Host CE_Susman says:
:: looks at the new OPS Manager :: 
COspencer says:
::walks out still yakking about how long they shall be here::
Dr_Balza says:
@ Esteban: You go with Diane, watch over her.
OPS_Tyler says:
::winks as CE::
Host CE_Susman says:
OPS: Greetings, Ensign :: approaches to him ::
CMO_Loren says:
Transporter Chief:  Ready.
Dr_Balza says:
@ Lazor: Understood, good luck.
XOmorgan says:
::heads down corridor to airlock:: CO:  Well hopefully we will find something to do...::stops in midstride as he sees Jadis::
DrEsteban says:
@Dr's: Agreed, the faster we are done the better.
CNS-Cook says:
::walks onto the Transporter pad::
COspencer says:
::sees Jadis as well::
Host Jadis says:
::misses the computer's response as she hears August's voice and turns to look at her and Morgan::
RandyT says:
@ :: takes the glass from the Bartender and orders another ::
Host CE_Susman says:
OPS: I'm the Chief Engineer Dario Susman :: offers hand ::
COspencer says:
Jadis: Jadis !
XOmorgan says:
::stops and just stares, not knowing what to say::
OPS_Tyler says:
CE: How do you do. ::shakes hands::
Dr_Lazor says:
@::Takes Michael's hand and carefully heads toward a jefferies tube, trying not to look around::
COspencer says:
::moves to her and scoops her up like a long lost puppy.. ::
Host CE_Susman says:
OPS: Welcome to the U.S.S. Gryphon.... Fine, Ensign. And You? :: grins ::
Host Jadis says:
CO, XO: August, Jeffrey! It's good to see you ::smiles... and the smile fades as she watches Morgan's expression::
CMO_Loren says:
@:: materializes on Starbase::
OPS_Tyler says:
CE: Anxious to get started and meet all new faces!
CNS-Cook says:
@::materializes on the SB::
CIV_Ian says:
::activates the console... the message appears, text only::
CNS-Cook says:
@CMO: Where to first
RandyT says:
@ :: Laughs at himself and the Bartender, then downs this one with a grin ::
DrEsteban says:
@::watches over Diane and the surroundings::
COspencer says:
Jadis: I am sorry... ::steps back:: I was just surprised.. ::sees hte pair looking at each other::
XOmorgan says:
Jadis:  Jadis...I...::stops talking and sweeps her into a bear hug::
CMO_Loren says:
@CNS: Do you want to attend to business first?
Host CE_Susman says:
OPS: heh.. Anxious now... Tired later.... Well....
Gunter says:
@::moves to a different part of the corridor::
Host Jadis says:
::hugs Morgan back... it had been a long time::
OPS_Tyler says:
::wonders if there are any available females on board::
CIV_Ian says:
::reads through the message as it scrolls... hmmm, interesting::
CNS-Cook says:
@CMO:  that would be the best, because you know they are going to call us back
Dr_Lazor says:
@::stops and looks down a hall::  Dr Esteban:  That way seems less crowded.  Shall we?
XOmorgan says:
::decides a hug isn't enough, soundly kisses Jadis, then remembers the Captain is there::
CMO_Loren says:
@CNS: Very well.  I believe you.
COspencer says:
::steps away::  XO: As you were.. ummm off with you.. I can take care of the ship..
DrEsteban says:
@Dr. Lazor: ::Nods:: Lets go.
RandyT says:
@ :: Stops a moment and sighs, then downs this one too ::
Host Jadis says:
::a bit dazed by the welcome, but not displeased::
CMO_Loren says:
@CNS: Sick bay is that way.  :: starts walking to it::
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Proceeds down another corridor, thinking about this stuff::
COspencer says:
::moves back towards the TL:: Jadis: Give me a yell later.. ::smiles and steps in::
Host CE_Susman says:
OPS: Well.. For now, meet your panel. You'll have to start quickly as we have to repair the damaged hull and damaged systems
CNS-Cook says:
@CMO: Ok ::follows the doctor::
Host Jadis says:
::looks at August while she leaves:: CO: I sure will...
XOmorgan says:
CO:  Uh-mmm, eh himmmmm.  Uh yes sir...
OPS_Tyler says:
CE: Understood.  Down to business!
COspencer says:
::TL doors close::
CMO_Loren says:
@:: looks at scantily-dressed females along the way::
COspencer says:
::wonders what Jadis is doing on the ship::
Host Jadis says:
::looks up at Morgan:: XO: So... how have you been... ::looks at the pips on his collar:: LtCmdr?
RandyT says:
@ :: starts to laugh again, then sees two Bartenders, and wavers in his stool ::
CMO_Loren says:
@CNS: Perhaps when our business is concluded... Counselor?
Dr_Lazor says:
@::reaching an area that is clear stops and looks up at Michael::  Dr. Esteban:  You want to wait out here?  I will go in, not to far.
Gunter says:
@Keeps peering over the PADD at the airlock.......wonders what is taking so long::
Host CE_Susman says:
:: shows the Master Situation Monitor to Tyler :: OPS: We have many decks with a great whole within the saucer section. I'll be in charge of its repairs. I want you to be in charge of the repairs of the damaged systems. 
XOmorgan says:
Jadis:  I've been good.  Busy.  ::notes the look his collar:: Yes Starfleet decided that I didn't have enough to do.
CMO_Loren says:
:: continues walking to sick bay, quicker::
DrEsteban says:
@Dr. Lazor: Yes but hurry dear ::smiles::
CNS-Cook says:
*CMO*:  ::couldn't help but notice the doctor look at the females::  I didn't think Vulcans did that kind of thing
Host Jadis says:
XO: I bet ::takes his arm:: Can I accompany you... wherever you are going?
Host CE_Susman says:
OPS: Those are LRS, SRS, Phaser Emitters, some lights and everything else you'll see on the report.
COspencer says:
::steps back out onto the bridge::
RandyT says:
@<Bartender> *Starbase Security*: Randy is totally drunk again, you better send someone soon!
XOmorgan says:
Jadis:  Anywhere that you are leading.  How have you been?
CMO_Loren says:
@CNS: No, looking is not part of Vulcan mating ritual.
OPS_Tyler says:
CE: Who is my assistance in these repairs?
CNS-Cook says:
@::walks faster to keep up with the doctor::
Dr_Lazor says:
@::nods while he opens the hatch and she slips in::
Host CE_Susman says:
OPS: Engineering Crew #2 and Starbase Engineering Crew #16
Host CE_Susman says:
OPS: If you need more, contact me.
COspencer says:
::spots a new face on the bridge and goes over:: OPS: Ensign?
OPS_Tyler says:
CE:  Understood.  Will begin right away.
CMO_Loren says:
@::arrives at sick bay::
CNS-Cook says:
@CMO:  I am not sure about that
CNS-Cook says:
@::enter sickbay behind the doctor::
OPS_Tyler says:
CO: SIR!! ::stands erect::
YEOJensen says:
::packs parisses squares pole and his saddle and heads for the turbolift leaving his quarters::
DrEsteban says:
@::closes the hatch and leisurely keeps lookout::
Host Jadis says:
XO: I came to see you... so you tell me where you want to go ::smiles::
CMO_Loren says:
@:: glances sideways at CNS::
Host CE_Susman says:
OPS: I'll be down on deck 3, starting the repairs on the upper hull.
RandyT says:
@ <Starbase Security> *Bartender*: Yea! So what else is new..  I'll have someone down soon!  Security out.
Host Jadis says:
XO: There are a couple of nice places in the starbase... I've been waiting for two days so I got to know the site a bit. ::they haven't taken a step in any direction since they found each other::
COspencer says:
OPS: At ease Ensign.. you will strain something
CMO_Loren says:
@:: greets orderly::  We are looking for the CMO and the CNS of the Starbase
OPS_Tyler says:
CE:  Understood.
YEOJensen says:
::steps into the turbolift:: TL: Transporter Room One ....
OPS_Tyler says:
CO: Understood ::blushes::
Dr_Lazor says:
@::coming to a juncture she stops.  A light ping has her jumping.  Swallowing she takes a breath to calm herself, then kneels down::
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Finds a peculiar doorway, and enters it, finds out it's a cargo bay::
COspencer says:
::smiles at him::  OPS You must be Tyler.. welcome aboard... or what is left of her.. ::holds out her hand for a shake::
CMO_Loren says:
@:: orderly goes to get them::
Gunter says:
@::shakes his head and leaves to a secluded place::
Host CE_Susman says:
:: looks at Captain Spencer ::
CIV_Ian says:
::finishes reading the message...  wonders how much of this he should tell the CO.... hmmmmm::
XOmorgan says:
Jadis: How about dinner?  I haven't had anything good to eat since I left on the mission, just replicator rations, and one of the Captain's meals.
RandyT says:
@:: laughs hard and falls to the floor and stagers around, and starts to braking things ::
OPS_Tyler says:
CO: Pleased to meet you, Captain! ::shakes enthusiastically::
CMO_Loren says:
@CMO Bartlett and CNS T'por arrive::
CNS-Cook says:
@CMO:  so whose's sickbay do you think is better yours or theirs ::notices all the expensive equipment in the room::
XOmorgan says:
::whispers:: Jadis:  Just between you and me, I know why August is a Starfleet Officer and not a chef.
COspencer says:
::OPS  has a nice firm handshake::  OPS: Has Mr. Susman been keeping you busy?
Host Jadis says:
XO: One of the Captain's meals? ::laughs:: Then we should go to dinner... ::starts walking towards the starbase with him::
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Moves behind some large boxes in a corner... and pauses::
YEOJensen says:
::steps up onto the transporter pad and nods to the Warrant Officer at the controls and watches him activate the transporter for Jensen, saddle and bag in hand::
YEOJensen says:
@::materializes on the surface and breaths deeply the first fresh air in months::
CIV_Ian says:
Computer: Download message to PADD, strip all recognition, source and transit codes from message and purge message from my inbox
Dr_Lazor says:
@::lifting her shirt, she slowly opens the slit along the side of her ribs::
RandyT says:
@ :: in a drunken daze he starts to go into a  rage ::
OPS_Tyler says:
CO: Absolutely.  We are starting initial repairs on our systems.
DrEsteban says:
@::continues to casually look around greeting passerbyes::
CIV_Ian says:
<Computer> CIV: Complete... message downloaded to PADD, codes stripped and purged from inbox
Gunter says:
@::checks his PADD and connects it to a personal transporter on his belt.....energizes ::
Host Jadis says:
@::they both enter the starbase and start walking towards the lift that will take them to the commercial area::
Host CE_Susman says:
OPS: Oh... before I forget.....
CMO_Loren says:
@CMO Bartlett:  We are from the USS Gryphon.  I believe you should have received a list of medical supplies we need.  I am CMO Loren and this is CNS. Cook.
RandyT says:
@ ALL: You.... Didn't.. Want me in...   :: starts to throw stools ::
COspencer says:
OPS: Well I will leave you to it then.. again.. glad to have you ::smiles again::
CIV_Ian says:
::takes PADD from desk... ::
XOmorgan says:
@ Jadis:  Are you feeling alright?  You look a little pale.
CIV_Ian says:
Computer: Where is the CO?
CNS-Cook says:
@::hold out hand CMOB: Nice to meet you
Gunter says:
::materializes on the Gryphon's Bridge behind the CO and injects her::
Dr_Lazor says:
@::standing she pulls her shirt back into place and heads back to Michael::
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Reaches into his slit, and pulls one out::
OPS_Tyler says:
CO:  Thank you! ::smiles back, nervously::
CIV_Ian says:
<Computer> CIV: The CO is on the bridge.
CMO_Loren says:
@::CMO Bartlett introduces Starbase CNS Nickles::
COspencer says:
::feels a pain and calls out::
Gunter says:
::taps his transporter again and dematerializes::
YEOJensen says:
@::makes a beeline for the trails he has heard so much about slinging his sack over his shoulders and cradling his saddle .... because very serious rider has his own saddle .... under his arm::
DrEsteban says:
@::opens the hatch and helps her out::
Host Jadis says:
@::looks startled, but composes herself quickly:: XO: Of course I am ok... ::they enter the TL::
Host CE_Susman says:
OPS: I want you to encrypt the main computers and restart its coding. We've suffered some unusual modifications to its programming. If you can trace those, report me them back or directly to Captain Spencer.
OPS_Tyler says:
CE:  Could you be more specific as to what unusual modifications you are talking about?
Gunter says:
@::materializes where he left the SB and rushes to the shuttle bay::
DrEsteban says:
@Dr Lazor: Everything ok dear?
COspencer says:
::feels funny and sits down hard in her chair::
CIV_Ian says:
:;heads off to bridge to see the CO... Tesla wakes up and decides to tag along::
XOmorgan says:
@ Jadis:  So how are things proceeding with your nanite project?  ::looking at Jadis a little close, feeling something is wrong::
RandyT says:
@<Starbase Security> :: arrives in the lounge:: Randy: Stop it!  ::  Knowing that he wont,  they  tackle Randy down ::
CNS-Cook says:
@SB_CNS: Nice to meet you as well ::Noticing that she is a female, with a well built body::  I have heard a lot about you
Dr_Lazor says:
@::shaking nervously leans against Michael for a moment::  Dr. Esteban:  Yea... I think so.
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Places it down on the floor, looks around, and moves to another section, reaches in, pulls it out, and places it on the floor, and then leaves the cargo bay::
CIV_Ian says:
::into the TL::
CMO_Loren says:
@<CMO Bartlett> CMO: Yes, we have received your list.  Everything is ready for you.
YEOJensen says:
@::finds a stable with several horses out running ... stops to watch and enjoy a little adjusting his sack and setting the saddle over the fence rails ... watches a powerful Arabian move across the field at a strong dash::
Host CE_Susman says:
OPS: Security codes and accesses. Clearance levels
CIV_Ian says:
::rides TL up to bridge::
CMO_Loren says:
@:: also notices well-built SB CNS. nods to Cook.::
Host Jadis says:
@::smiles tightly:: XO: It's going slow. SFM don't think that they are ready... I do think so, but they won't let me go on with the experiment on humanoids until they run a series of tests... that will take about a year to complete.
DrEsteban says:
@Dr. Lazor: Lets go dear ::putting his arm around her as they walk along::
CIV_Ian says:
::exits onto bridge, sees CO slumped in her chair?::
CNS-Cook says:
@<CNS Nickles> CNS: It's a pleasure
COspencer says:
::groggy and shakes her head::
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Moves down the corridor::
OPS_Tyler says:
CE:  Understood ::wonders if CE is annoyed::
RandyT says:
@ <Starbase Sefurity> :: ties Randy with arm and ankle braces, then escorts him to the Brig ::
Gunter says:
@::enters the shuttle bay and climbs into his shuttle::
CIV_Ian says:
::Tesla senses something is wrong with the CO::
RandyT says:
@ Randy: Noooo... I won't!
Host Jadis says:
ACTION: SB OPS gets report of an unauthorized beaming from the USS Gryphon to the Starbase docking area.
Dr_Lazor says:
@::straightens:  Dr. Esteban:  I will be glad when this is over.  I am not made out for subterfuge.  Let's quickly finish please.
CNS-Cook says:
@<CNS Nickels>::also being Betazed annores the thoughts of the Gryphons CMO and CNS::
XOmorgan says:
@ Jadis:  I'm sorry to hear that, although I guess they prefer to err on the side of caution.  Are you still on Titan?  My last message didn't make it through to you.
Gunter says:
@::gets clearance to leave as he starts his engines::
CIV_Ian says:
::drops Tesla and rushes to the CO::
COspencer says:
::taps at her COM badge in frustration:: *CMO* Medical emer.. ::falls silent as she slumps over::
CMO_Loren says:
@OPS: Please beam up medical supplies.
Host Jadis says:
@<SB Sec> ::comms the Gryphon and relays the data... as the security teams run over to the docking area of the SB::
YEOJensen says:
@::finds the stable owner and strikes up a conversation with him over his horses::
OPS_Tyler says:
CO: We are receiving an unauthorized beaming to the Starbase docking area!
CIV_Ian says:
*CMO* Medical emergency on the bridge... beam the CO directly to sickbay
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Enters a junction in the starbase, and crawls through it, finds a spot, reaches in, pulls another out, and places it down gently::
Gunter says:
@::leaves the SB and goes to warp one::
DrEsteban says:
@:Dr. Lazor: Neither am I but they would have killed us, only a couple of more. ::lightly kisses her::
CNS-Cook says:
@CMO: :: feels fear:: Doctor there is something wrong on the Gryphon
CMO_Loren says:
<Dr. Collins>*CO* Captain?
RandyT says:
@ <StarBase Security> :: arrives at the Brig and throws Randy in, then erects the force field ::
COspencer says:
::thinking red alert.. as she settles into darkness::
Host CE_Susman says:
:: goes to the turbolift :::
Dr_Lazor says:
@Dr Esteban: I don't believe they would have harmed me. ::points:: There is the next one.
CNS-Cook says:
@CMO: I think we should return to the Ship
CMO_Loren says:
@CNS: Yes, I feel it as well. Please have your counselor supplies beamed up and we will leave.
RandyT says:
@ :: in the brig, starts to flail around ::
CIV_Ian says:
CEO: Something is wrong with the Captain.... who else has been here on the bridge?
CMO_Loren says:
:: Dr. Collins begins to treat CO::
CIV_Ian says:
:;Spencer dematerializes as she is site to site transported to the Sickbay::
CNS-Cook says:
<CNS Nickels> ::Takes the List from Cook:: CNS Cook: will have them beamed over.
CMO_Loren says:
@CNS: Are you about ready?
CMO_Loren says:
@OPS: Please be prepared to beam the CNS and myself directly to Gryphon sick bay
CMO_Loren says:
@CNS: Are you ready?
Host Blanca says:
<<<<<<<<<PAUSE GRYPHON MISSION>>>>>>>>>
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